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EPPENGER, JALIL MS. HARRIS ENGLISH 10/3/11 #1. ( why the NBA Lockout 

hasn’t been a success? ) NBA LOCKOUT I feel the NBA Lockout has been one 

of the worst, incidents to ever happen, in the history of the NBA. It hasn’t 

made fans happy and the players in the league have been upset too. I’ve 

noticed that NBA players have tried to overcome this situation by having 

different leagues, not associated with the NBA to play in. This has shown 

there passion and love of the game. 

The NBA lockout has motivated some players and humbled a lot of them. I

noticed that a lot of players have kept working hard and are staying on top

of their game throughout this puzzling time. I feel the NBA lockout polarized

the summer for NBA basketball. There was nothing to look forward to besides

European  basketball  in  the  summer.  The  NFL  was  able  to  overcome  its

problems with contracts and business deals and end their lockout before the

season started. 

I  don’t  understand why the NBA can’t  figure their  problem out.  The NBA

doesn’t have nearly the fan base of  the NFL. The severe shortage of the

season will  really  hurt  the  NBA,  much more than the  NFL.  The last  NBA

lockout  was  in  1998-99  season.  The  year  Michael  Jordan  retired  for  the

second time in hiscareer. It was a horrible time also for the NBA much like

this one. This also tarnished the sport of basketball. I wouldn’t be surprised if

some NBA players left the NBA to play overseas. 

The game overseas is more orchestrated, hard-nosed, and skill  orientated

from what I’ve seen. The NBA is more about star-power and athleticism. I

feel a lot of role players in the NBA would flourish more overseas, because

they can be given the opportunity to showcase their skills, and gain some
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recognition  for  themselves.  Overall,  I  feel  the  NBA  and  their  players’

association will bargain together to make a productive agreement to resolve

this problem just like the NFL did. it will just take longer and be more time

consuming. 
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